
News from the FTE-Office 07/19

Preface

My first 100 days as head of the FTE office are almost over. I have had a lot of conversations
both with representatives of members and of partner organisations. I have gained a first
overview of what works well but also of what should be improved within the office and the
organisation in general.
My key take-aways are:

o Information from the FTE Office to the members needs to be improved
o TTR / Commercial conditions: we need a stronger voice of RUs versus IMs and RNE. FTE

Office needs to bundle opinions
o FTE needs more visibility as a voice of RUs (as IMs act very nationally)
o Furthermore, we need to work on a strategy, how FTE as an organisation should develop in

the future

The following first short-term measures were decided within the Executive Board:

o Information: Members will receive information mails on a regular basis from the FTE Office
combined with a newsletter (4-6x a year). This together with an improved listing of news on
the website and on social media should improve the information from the FTE Office to the
members. Please connect yourself on your social media accounts on Facebook and
LinkedIn with Forum Train Europe.

o TTR: FTE office aims to establish a TTR RU-core team as well as a RU-group working on
the Commercial conditions (see article "TTR")

o IT: According to the decisions of this year’s Plenary Assembly a Working group for IT gets
operational (see article "Working group IT")

To give RUs a strong voice we need the collaboration of our members - even when they are
competitors otherwise. Within FTE we work for better conditions for the sector for the benefit of
all RUs, because our main competitor is and will be the road.

Edgar Schenk, edgar.schenk@forumtraineurope.eu

TTR (redesign of the timetabling process)

TTR is our most important project and the work on the realization of TTR is becoming more
intense and demanding as there are still many open points and reasonable concerns amongst
the members. To find the common ground of the concerns as well as to strengthen the RU
opinion in TTR in general FTE office will propose a TTR RU-core team. The TTR core team will
meet around twice yearly and aims to find common positions of RUs. Only with common
positions RUs can have a strong voice. We are seeking for members willing to participate.
Please forward your participation to edgar.schenk@forumtraineurope.eu

Commercial conditions: the works on the Commercial conditions enter phase II, which is an IM-
internal phase led by RNE. As the differences within IMs are big (i.e. the question of the
reciprocity) this step is necessary and a huge task for RNE. Also, we need to sharpen our
common points to a common position - therefore a RU-internal meeting has been scheduled - it
will take place on the 17th of October in Paris. It is very important that many RUs will form this
group.

Edgar Schenk, edgar.schenk@forumtraineurope.eu
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Working Group IT

The 5th of June 2019 marked a large change in the long history of FTE, where the Working
Group for Information Technology WG IT has been established and mandated to advice both
the commission for Freight Traffic and the Commission for Passenger Traffic on FTE’s
technological advances. In the Era of digitalization and transformation no organization can
afford to grow without modern technological tools. The WG IT and the Commissions have the
task of organizing themselves internally and externally to reach the correct technical
conclusions at the right time. RNE as a “sister” organization to FTE stood by our side and
enabled us to reach this achievement. They stand today ready to cooperate with FTE on
transforming the European TT into a modern, market-oriented tool that benefit the whole Rail
sector.

The approved CEF call funding agreement sets the goals of this 4-year transformation phase,
the first meeting for WG IT is currently being planned for August in cooperation with the Heads
of Commissions to layout the cornerstones and plan the roadmap for this phase. PCS is an
existing system and TTR is the future. It is advantageous to FTE members to take the Active
Role in both systems to ensure that their needs and visions are being incorporated into both
systems.

Andrew Hermann, andrew.hermann@forumtraineurope.eu

TSI TAF/TAP Status

Situation

The train object has not been thoroughly analysed in the previous years in detail by the TSI
TAF/TAP working groups. Without the communication and harmonization of the train service the
following process steps can only deliver suboptimal quality and results in more planning
iterations.

Target

The FTE Ad-Hoc Working Group “Train Object Modelling” (TOM) is charged to define the train
objects to enable the RU-RU and the RU-IM communication in the phases train service creation,
train harmonization, path management and operations. Beside the modelling of the train and its
"relatives" the application of the found solution must be described and tested. We are defining
what information is exchanged between RUs to harmonise the train service and to manage the
path requests and offers in TAF/TAP-TSI. Furthermore, there is also a need for defining the
data exchanged between RUs and IMs during the path request and offer phases.

The planning for the following years is as follows:

· 2019 Analyse and definition of the RU-IM communication
· 2020 Realization of the first tests for RU-IM communication (in Path Request

Management). Analysis and definition of the train "family" objects for RU-RU
communication

· 2021 Detailed specification of the important "family" members for RU-RU communication
and start of the first tests

· 2022 Further tests focus on relations between the members

In this project, the following railway undertakings are participating: DB Cargo Deutschland, DB
Cargo Netherlands, DB Fernverkehr, Lineas, Mercitalia, NS Reizigers, RCA, SBB Cargo
International, SBB Passenger, SNCF, Trenitalia, FTE-Office.

Result

As an intermediate result the TAF/TAP train will be used in the RU-IM communication (Path
Request Management) and serves as stable basis and reference (Train-ID) in the further
processes including the operational phase. The use of TAF/TAP train and other objects for the
RU-RU communication needs further investigation.

Matteo Soldini, matteo.soldini@forumtraineurope.eu
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Changes in Communication between FTE Office and its members

To establish efficient communication channels for the purpose of higher transparency, some
short-term measures will be implemented using the existing structures. Therefore, the website
will be updated more frequently, and key topics will be summarized in a regular newsletter.

We have also figured out, that FTE’s Social Media Platforms (LinkedIn and Facebook) are only
visited rarely and have a low level of engagement. We would like to invite all members of FTE to
connect to these pages and use it for networking and information purposes. The FTE office
intents to use the platforms more frequently as well as giving members an opportunity for social
exchange. We invite all members to actively contribute on FTE’s social media sites by posting
stories and discussions related to their activities in the international railway business.

Changes on the websites and newsletters structure and layout may occur after finalizing the
new communications concept, all ideas on improvement are welcome and can be sent to:

Fabian Hunkeler, fabian.hunkeler@forumtraineurope.eu

FTE C/D Conferences 2019

From July 1st to July 4th the coordination conferences FTE D Freight Traffic and FTE Passenger
Traffic took place in Grand Hotel Union Ljubljana. Around 400 dossiers have been treated.

At the same time Maté Bák from RailNetEurope held several sessions on the usage of the Path
coordination System Tool (PCS), which is meant to ease the coordination works between
railway undertakings in the future.

Parallel the conference FTE C Passenger Traffic Conference took place that included fine-
tuning of the deployment of coaches/wagons EWP, validation of the Draft Timetable (Path Offer)
and phrasing of observations, preparation and harmonisation of «Late Path Requests» as well
as consultation of measures regarding construction works with international impact.

Furthermore, we would like to welcome our new Members, Hupac from Switzerland and PEARL
from Greece, and give them an opportunity to address a few words to the international railway
family:
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Welcome new members!

HUPAC has joined Forum Train
Europe on 1st of July 2019. Loris
Spinelli as their representant felt
warmly welcomed at FTE C/D in
Ljubljana by the other Railway
Undertakings:

“I have had a very good first
impression, it is a good opportunity for
us as a company that has no own
railcars to contact with the railway
undertakings from Europe and to get a
better understanding of the railway
business, such as planning work and
timetable deadlines. As one of the

main operators of combined transport it is also very important for us to have direct contact with
IMs. It’s very work-intensive, but also a very welcoming ambiance and it allows us to collaborate
directly with our partner railway undertakings, and therefore resolve potential problems in an
early stage thanks to direct discussion channels. We are looking forward to being working
together with Forum Trian Europe and its other members in the future, to mutually benefit from
the profound knowledge present at these conferences”

PEARL has joined Forum Train
Europe on 1st of July 2019, Euripides
Sakellariou as their representative
says it is an honour for them to be a
member of the association:

"The participation of PEARL on the
FTE C/D 2019 meeting was of high
interest and full of fruitful meetings.
The railway family has offered me a
warm welcome and made me feel
comfortable among them, which also
helped facilitate decisions to be taken
about corridors and train paths. I
would hereby like to thank the FTE
chair and the board for giving us the
opportunity to be an equal member of
the European rail family. PEARL as
the sole rail operator for Piraeus Port shipments, to/from Central Europe, lies on the
uninterrupted efforts of the Association in the aim to ensure smooth rail operations for the
international traffic by strengthening cooperation among stakeholders towards removing
bottlenecks."

Visitors

We are delighted to have welcomed
RTB Cargo and Crossrail as visitors,
who have taken the opportunity to get
an insight into the FTE D conference.



Goodbye Giampiero

The FTE C conference was a special occasion for
Giampiero Ciprigno from Trenitalia, who joined us for
the last time, since he will now enjoy his time as a
retiree. We wish him all the best and many joyful
moments in this new career.

FTE B/D Work Programme

We’ve had significantly more participants at FTE B/D
Freight Traffic Conferences 2019 than in previous years. This means more proposals/meetings,
which makes the work programme very difficult to establish. We have too many meeting
requests (total of 400 per conference) and not enough time slots. Another issue is that many of
the requests are about status quo and a lot of participants are increasingly only present
Tuesdays/Wednesdays, although the conference officially starts on Monday morning and lasts
until Thursday 18:00. To solve these challenges and improve efficiency, the FTE Working Group
Freight will take on this task to work out a proposed solution.

Marisa Emery, mailto:marisa.emery@forumtraineurope.eu

Andrew Hermann will be leaving FTE

After establishing the first steps for FTE IT-Transformation, I trust that FTE is now on the right
track to accomplish its digital aspirations for the future. I will ensure that the FTE office is ready
to continue on this track, before I seek a new challenge for myself. I will be leaving the FTE
office on 1.10.2019 after spending almost 2 years with this international community. I have
learned a lot from you and enjoyed my time here. I have not decided on my next challenge yet,
but I intend to devote more time to my newly established family. I wish you all the best in your
career and personal life and wish FTE the best for the future.

Andrew Hermann, andrew.hermann@forumtraineurope.eu
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Next meetings with FTE participation

Date Where/Topic FTE-Office participant

18.7 Telco: TTR Core Team Fabian

31.7 Vienna: Preparation workshop for the TTR
Plenary day

Andrew

13.8 Zürich: Internal Workshop FTE IT Edgar, Matteo, Andrew,
Fabian, Stefan and Seid

22.8/23.8 Utrecht: Working-Group FTE TSI TAF/TAP
Train-Object Modeling

Matteo, Stefan

28.8 Vienna: TTR Steering Committee Edgar and Executive
Board

3.9 Vienna: Telematics Expert Groups (TEGs)
Planning / Train ID and Joint-Sector Pilot
Meeting

Matteo, Stefan

4.9 Vienna: TTR IT Full Group Seid, tbd

10.9 Vienna: PCS EC Test-Group Matteo

11.9 Vienna: PCS User-Group Matteo

12.9 Vienna: Working Group Passenger FTE Matteo, Edgar

16.9 Vienna: TTR Pilot board and core team Edgar

18.9 Brussels: Joint Sector Group TAF Peter

19.9 Telco: Executive Board FTE Edgar and Executive
Board

25.9 Vienna: TTR Plenary day Edgar, Peter, Andrew,
Fabian

26.9 Vienna: TTR Kick off national
implementation projects

Edgar, Peter

1.10/2.10 Prague: Working Group Freight FTE Peter

15.10/16.10 Olten: Working Group FTE TSI TAF/TAP
Train-Object Modelling

Matteo, Stefan

17.10 Paris: TTR internal working group
Commercial Conditions RU

Edgar

18.10 Brussels: Telematics RU/IM-Steering
Committee

Edgar / Peter

28./29.10 Vilnius: OTIF-Symposium Peter


